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new services, functions, and callbacks prepar3d v4.0 supports numerous new services,
functions, and callbacks that will make it much easier for users to create complex

animations, sound, video, and more. it is now much easier to create dynamic lighting using
diffuse texture maps, use dynamic lighting with procedural/scripted textures, and even to
create and animate a dynamic sky using procedural textures. new sdk functions prepar3d
v4.0 introduces new sdk functions for developers to use to easily create dynamic lighting,

dynamic sky, dynamic lighting with procedural textures, create dynamic lighting with
scriptable textures, dynamic lighting with normal maps, apply dynamic lighting, and create
custom lighting. the prepar3d v3.4 sdk 3.4.22.19868 is the current version and should be
used to develop new content for prepar3d v3. the sdk contains the following files. client:
contains all prepar3d v3 build specific client files. you must first un-install the previous

prepar3d v3 build from programs and features in windows control panel. content: contains
the prepar3d content toolkit. you must first uninstall the previous prepar3d content from
programs and features in windows control panel. scenery: contains prepar3d scenery and

pre-built scenes. you must first uninstall the previous prepar3d scenery from programs and
features in windows control panel. sdk: contains the prepar3d sdk 3.19868. prepar3d v3.0

also features updates to the simdirector tool. prepar3d v3.0 includes a number of new
features, including fdm capabilities, and an fdm map editor.0 also features a number of

improvements to existing tools and features, including better visualisation of simulations,
greater scalability, and more accurate rendering of jps.0 includes updates to the cigi api

including the ability to import and export cigi information.
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